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Catastrophic events such as the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, Hurricane Katrina in 2005, the 2010 Port-au-Prince earthquake, and the Tohoku tsunami in 2011 reinforce the critical importance of postdisaster humanitarian logistics (PD-HL), not only in transporting and distributing supplies to the affected populations but in the larger response effort. Conducting efficient and effective PD-HL operations in the aftermath of such events is a huge challenge.

The world today is embedded in complex sociotechnical systems—networks of individuals conducting technical activities through a set of supporting systems, such as transportation, communications, and finance. The impacts of a catastrophe on these components and systems are severe, as individual members of the social networks may be killed, injured, or displaced; the equipment and materials needed to conduct the technical activities may be destroyed or may lack the necessary inputs to run; and all of the supporting systems are likely to be inoperable or to function at a fraction of their normal capacity.

Catastrophic events present other unique and notable challenges. In the aftermath, large and dynamically changing volumes of critical supplies must be transported in a short time; great uncertainty prevails about the needs for critical supplies; the ability of the local civic society to organize a response is compromised; large portions of critical local assets are destroyed; and huge flows of nonpriority donations arrive at the site, distracting resources from more critical tasks (1–3).

Moreover, a poor understanding of catastrophes affects the nature and efficiency of a response. Because catastrophic events are rare, only a minuscule percentage of responders have experience in postcatastrophe logistics and operations. In addition, the events are extremely dynamic and can quickly transition from stage to stage. Lastly, catastrophes are extremely difficult to study—travel to the area is required soon after to observe the unfolding response.

Fieldwork that has spanned such catastrophic events as the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center, Hurricane Katrina, the Port-au-Prince earthquake, the Tohoku tsunami, the Joplin tornados, and Superstorm Sandy has yielded definite lessons. The focus here, however, is on the top three lessons learned from the Port-au-Prince...
and the Tohoku responses. These two events provide complementary lessons leading to a unified and comprehensive set of suggestions for improvement (4–6).

**Lesson 1. Disasters and catastrophes are not the same; be ready for both.**

Disasters of all sizes leave trails of destruction and human suffering that defy easy description or categorization. Individuals and families can experience impacts that are disastrous or catastrophic on a personal level; nevertheless, disasters are defined from a sociological and not from a personal perspective—the focus is on how communities and societies can best prepare for and respond to extreme events.

**Defining Terms**

Although the appropriate definition is a subject of debate (7), a disaster can be understood as “a non-routine event that exceeds the capacity of the affected area to respond in a way that saves lives, preserves property, and maintains the social, ecological, economic, and political stability of the affected region” (8). In contrast, a catastrophe is “a high-consequence event that generates widespread and crippling impacts, [so that] the ability of the impacted society to respond is severely compromised” (2, 9).

The typical impacts of disasters and catastrophes are summarized in Table 1 (below). In disasters, the local capacity to respond is viable and depends on the state of the civic leadership, the availability of critical supplies, and the capacity to mobilize and distribute critical supplies. The response effort has access to multiple entry points in the disaster area, and the local distribution effort is simpler than in a comparable catastrophe.

In short, the local civic society is able to provide a meaningful first wave of resources in response to a disaster. Outside help complements the local effort beyond the initial 24 to 48 hours, as outlined in the National Response Framework (10).

By contrast, a catastrophe is likely to have had an impact on the local leadership, which may be unable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Disaster</th>
<th>Catastrophe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leadership of civic society</td>
<td>Typically survives the disaster and is able to lead the response</td>
<td>In most cases, severely affected and unable to lead an effective response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local stocks of supplies in businesses and households</td>
<td>Only partly destroyed; the surviving supplies may become part of the response</td>
<td>Mostly destroyed; the role of local supplies in the response is minimal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand for supplies</td>
<td>Increases with the needs of businesses, people, and the response; precautionary or opportunistic buying could be a problem</td>
<td>Huge increases because of the magnitude of the impacts; precautionary or opportunistic buying could be a problem in nearby areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private-sector supply chains</td>
<td>Partly impacted but functional, could help in response</td>
<td>Severed, destroyed, cannot help in response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of points of entry to the disaster area</td>
<td>Multiple points of entry provide responders with alternatives to enter the area</td>
<td>Only a few points of entry, complicating distribution efforts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity of the local distribution effort</td>
<td>Challenging but manageable</td>
<td>Exceedingly complex, because of the size of the impacted area and the personnel required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material convergence of nonpriority supplies</td>
<td>A nuisance that can be controlled</td>
<td>A major problem that distracts significant amounts of resources from critical tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net result</td>
<td>Local help is key in initial days; outside help brings additional supplies</td>
<td>Outside help is the primary source of supplies</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to lead the civic society and to organize aid efforts. The material capacity to respond is likely to be severely compromised—local inventories of critical supplies are usually destroyed or out of reach, and the companies that manage local supply chains for critical supplies are unable to function. Moreover, the demands for the impacted population and for the response itself are much more intense than after a disaster; as a result, the local civic society cannot provide the first wave of resources.

**Manning the Distribution**

The most challenging component in the response to a catastrophic event is the local distribution of critical supplies at the points of distribution (PODs). This activity is relatively simple in disasters but in catastrophes is hugely complex, because of the large geographic areas to be served; the large number of PODs to be established, manned, and supplied; and the severe impacts on the transportation and distribution networks (11).

In the immediate aftermath of the Port-au-Prince earthquake, for example, manning and supplying the 150 to 200 PODs required 20,000 to 25,000 volunteers—approximately the size of an average U.S. Army division, which needs three to four weeks to deploy. In catastrophes that have an impact on large urban areas, therefore, the resources to man and supply the PODs cannot be provided by outside sources; only the local social networks can address the monumental challenge.

**Lesson 2. Control material convergence and precautionary or opportunistic buying.**

Material convergence—the spontaneous flow of supplies, donations, and equipment to the disaster area—is a unique, overlooked, and poorly understood phenomenon (3, 11, 12). The convergence contributes much-needed supplies, along with an astronomical amount of useless and inappropriate items, such as wedding gowns, used clothing, expired medications, and a range of products that have failed in the marketplace.

Material convergence comprises three groupings (2, 13):

1. High-priority supplies for immediate distribution and consumption,
2. Low-priority supplies that are not immediately needed but could be useful later, and
3. Nonpriority supplies that are not of any practical use.

Nonpriority items often are termed “in kind” and “unsolicited” donations, but in-kind and unsolicited donations can be useful; a large portion of the international aid that arrived at Haiti was both in-kind and unsolicited, as international donors sent critical supplies without being asked by the Haitian government.

The impacts and problems associated with material convergence were first identified almost a century ago (3, 11, 12). Recent rough estimates indicate that
about 5 to 15 percent of the cargo arriving at the site consists of high-priority supplies, about 25 to 35 percent are low-priority supplies, and nonpriority supplies make up a staggering 50 to 70 percent.

**Controlling Nonpriority Supplies**
The flow of nonpriority supplies is the most problematic component of material convergence. Nonpriority supplies consume resources that could be applied to more important tasks, create major complications to the response, and offer little to help the survivors or the response. Disaster responders refer to the flow of useless, nonpriority goods as “a secondary disaster” (14). These supplies “often complicate unnecessarily the logistics of relief operations,” “frequently... have not been asked for,” “do not respond to the needs of the affected population,” “lead to a waste of time and resources,” “are useless or irrelevant,” and “should be discarded as soon as possible...to make room for useful supplies” (3, 11, 13).

Research suggests that the media’s portrayal of needs—mostly subjective and based on what is considered newsworthy—can generate nonpriority supplies (3). Moreover, vehicles carrying nonpriority supplies can clog the entry points to the area and usually require longer inspection times because of poor documentation. These vehicles often do not have a consignee and circulate until locating someone willing to receive the cargo; failing that, some drivers may dump the loads, creating health hazards.

**Proactive Steps**
Proactive steps are needed to increase the net benefits from material convergence by maximizing high- and low-priority flows and minimizing the negative impacts of nonpriority supplies. Disaster plans should explicitly consider material convergence—this is a critical first step. Second, strategies must be developed to reduce nonpriority flows. This may require education efforts aimed at potential donors, the media, and local leaders (15). Access controls should expedite the traffic of high-priority supplies, reroute low-priority supplies to storage locations, and prevent nonpriority supplies from reaching the affected area (2, 3, 11).

Precautionary or opportunistic buying is another behavior that affects disaster response, particularly in surrounding areas. Anticipating shortages, individuals and businesses rush to purchase critical supplies of food, water, fuel, and electricity generators. This removes from the market critical supplies that are best positioned—in terms of proximity—to help the survivors and the response itself. Rationing of critical supplies or other forms of demand management would be beneficial to the response.

**Lesson 3. Integrate the civic society in disaster preparation and response efforts.**
Effectively integrating the civic society into all facets of the disaster cycle, particularly in the preparation and response, is probably the most important lesson. Examples from Haiti and Japan illustrate this critical point (4–6).

**Tapping into Networks**
After the Port-au-Prince earthquake, large and experienced international organizations had problems distributing critical supplies to survivors. The massive amount of aid that arrived in Haiti piled up at the port and airport and did not reach the population in need with the speediness required by the circumstances. Even the United Nations was unable to find trucks to transport supplies (4).

This crisis of connectivity started when the earthquake effectively decapitated the local leadership. When the massive flow of aid arrived in Haiti, the international relief groups could not connect with local leaders. Without the leaders’ connections to local truckers and social networks, the relief groups attempted to distribute the supplies themselves, but because of personnel constraints, the agencies could open far fewer PODs than were needed to serve nearly disaster, the private sector should be engaged to facilitate these procedures.

Young residents of a temporary camp in Léogâne, Haiti, distribute water from a truck. The United Nations created a registry of local truckers in Haiti to implement the efficient flow of aid and supplies.
2 million beneficiaries. The crisis subsided two weeks later, when the United Nations created a registry of local truckers, opening access to local equipment, personnel, and know-how.

Collaborative aid networks (CANs) were able to put in place efficient and effective PD-HL operations. CANs are large social networks established for other purposes; two notable CANs in the Haiti relief efforts were the Servicio Social de Iglesias and CARE–Caritas RD, the social arms of the evangelical and the Catholic churches, respectively.

The CANs were able to undertake PD-HL with efficiency and ease, through large networks of committed volunteers already on the ground. Haiti and the Dominican Republic have an estimated 30,000 Catholic and evangelical churches; each church, a node in the larger network, has a leader and followers with strong connections to the rest of the CAN, increasing resiliency.

Moreover, because the CANs are spread out in the disaster area, they are ideally positioned to become the backbone of the local distribution effort. Intuitively, the leaders understood this, mobilized their networks, and used many of the churches as PODs, organizing the local population and the PD-HL effort effectively.

Private-Sector Resources
The response to the Tohoku tsunami provides important lessons in integration with the private sector. The PD-HL operations after the tsunami did not go well. The nuclear crisis consumed almost all of the government’s attention while the humanitarian crisis gathered momentum.

The PD-HL operation started almost a week late, after members of parliament angrily complained; the government asked the Self-Defense Forces (SDF) to distribute critical supplies to survivors. The government refused offers of assistance from several private-sector companies, however, citing a lack of fuel for the return trips—although the SDF could have brought in fuel for this purpose.

Meanwhile, the commercial supply chains that routinely transported supplies to the impacted and surrounding areas followed usual procedures after a disaster and stopped deliveries until conditions could be assessed; this deprived both areas of much-needed supplies and aggravated the humanitarian crisis. At this critical juncture, a few food and retail companies ignored the warnings and took the initiative to deploy hundreds of trucks loaded with food, water, and other supplies to avert the humanitarian crisis.

This example provides a potent argument for effectively integrating private-sector input and resources in PD-HL preparations and response procedures. Private-sector companies produce and transport supplies, own transportation assets, and have the local knowhow that can make a difference in the aftermath of a large disaster or catastrophe.
The experiences of Haiti and Japan underscore the benefits of integrating key segments of the civic society into disaster preparations and response procedures. In both cases, elements of the civic society stepped up to fulfill a need without any instructions or clear idea about how to proceed, without coordination with the public sector, and without practice or training.

The efficiency of PD-HL operations after catastrophic events could increase greatly with a structure that incorporates participation by various components of the civic society. Such simple steps as designating local nodes from the CANs to serve as PODs, training local leaders and members in first aid and disaster response procedures, and the like, could lead to a better prepared citizenry, enhanced community resiliency, and a more efficient PD-HL process.

Similarly, private-sector representatives could be engaged as part of a PD-HL committee, which would be activated as needed. Their know-how, contacts, and resources could make a critical difference to the populations affected by a large disaster. Companies involved in the trade of critical supplies with both a regional and a local presence are best positioned to help, as they have access to regional resources and know local conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Findings</th>
<th>Policy Implications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Integration with civic society | • Lack of pre-established links prevents the advantageous involvement of private sector, CANs, and the rest of civic society  
• Lack of designated leaders of PD-HL produces confusion and inefficiencies  
• Difficulties integrating outside help lead to major coordination problems, duplicated efforts, and unmet needs  
• Lack of training and of realistic exercises fails to involve the civic society | • Integrate private-sector groups, reputable CANs, and other key groups that could contribute to a logistics committee  
• Designate a point of contact for PD-HL with good relations within the civic society  
• Facilitate the integration of outside help—for example, divide the area into small districts to be assigned to outside groups  
• Develop exercises to train potential participants in PD-HL |
| Response plans | • Usually not suitable for large disasters  
• Do not consider catastrophes  
• Operations listed in plans are not scalable  
• Do not explicitly consider PD-HL | • Consider multiple scenarios for catastrophic events covering multiple jurisdictions  
• Design scalable response functions  
• Plan PD-HL operations in detail |
| Relief distribution and donations management | • In catastrophes, the bulk of supplies must be brought from outside the disaster area  
• Local distribution is a major challenge  
• Critical resources, such as fuel, are lacking  
• Excessive donations of low- and nonpriority supplies create problems  
• Precautionary or opportunistic buying is a major challenge | • Preposition supplies in lower-risk but nearby areas  
• Plan for local distribution  
• Ensure resources are available  
• Proactively engage the media to advise the public on how to help; make plans to control access to the disaster area  
• Proactively manage donations  
• Control precautionary or opportunistic buying via rationing or educational campaigns and agreements with private sector |
| Assessment and communication | • Lack of technologies to assess damage to infrastructure and impacts on population  
• Lack of communication and other supporting systems that operate in disaster environments | • Use satellite imagery, remote sensing, and geographic information systems for infrastructure assessment  
• Preposition communication equipment, such as satellite phones and generators |
In the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy, the New York–New Jersey region received far more donated clothing than was needed; many months after the storm, piles of clothes still waited to be sorted.

Enhancing Readiness
Jurisdictions at risk of catastrophic events must take appropriate actions to implement the guidelines in the National Response Framework and to enhance readiness. FEMA's grants to foster planning for catastrophic events are a worthy first step (16). Table 2 (page 9) summarizes the chief findings of the authors' research encompassing several disasters, along with the key policy implications.
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